In the 9/11 Era of Environmental Terror

Environmental–Terror–Lunatics rely upon lies, fear–mongering, misconceptions, coercion, threats, deceptions, terror, and paranoid conspiracies.

They concoct fraudulent and non–existent alarmist issues such as the so–called problems with DDT as well as the imaginary threat of pest control products!

These Enviro–Basterds cannot be trusted!
Anti-DDT Lunatics Are BABY KILLERS
FALSEHOODS
About Insecticides and Bed-Nets
Continue To Leave a Path of DESTRUCTION and DEATH

GREENS LIE,
AFRICANS DIE
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Fina Nantume’s little body shook for hours with teeth-chattering chills.
The next day her torment worsened, as nausea and vomiting continued even after there was nothing left in her stomach.
Finally, her vomiting ebbed, and chills turned to fever, drenching her body in sweat.

Then, more chills, fevers, nausea, convulsions, and constant, unbearable pain in every muscle, bone and joint.

She cried out, and tears mixed with sweat.

But no one could help her.

She had NO MONEY for doctors, medicines or a hospital room.

She didn’t even have a mother or father to comfort her.

All the orphanage school staff could do was caress her, pray and hope she’d get better — and wait for her to die.

And in agony that never stopped from the time the Malaria first struck her down, Fina Nantume did DIE.

So did 49 of her classmates, out of 500 students in the APEA Primary School for orphans in Kampala, Uganda, in 2005.

Most of the survivors were also afflicted with Malaria at least once that year.

Some became PERMANENTLY BRAIN DAMAGED.

Others DIED in subsequent years.

Fina didn’t have to die.
Malaria is a disease of callous ENVIRONMENTAL EXTREMISM and wanton disregard for human life

Malaria is a disease whose prevention is hampered, and actively thwarted by pervasive opposition to DDT

None of these spirited, beautiful young students had to die.

None of them had to get MALARIA.

The disease is preventable, treatable, and curable.

Then why did they DIE?

Why does half the world’s population remain at risk of getting Malaria?

Why are some 250 million people infected annually — with 90 per cent of the agonizing chills, fevers, nausea, brain damage and death occurring in Sub-Saharan Africa?
It’s said Malaria is a disease of poverty, and poor countries don’t have enough funds, doctors or medicines to treat the disease — or prevent it in the first place.

True enough.

But Malaria is also, and much more so, a disease of callous, intransigent ENVIRONMENTAL EXTREMISM and wanton disregard for human life.

A disease whose prevention is HAMPERED, and ACTIVELY THWARTED, by pervasive opposition to mosquito–killing insecticides, and mosquito–repelling DDT.

Anti–pesticide activists say they support other interventions — education, «capacity building», modern drugs, and bed–nets.

Indeed, international funding for Malaria prevention and treatment has risen from perhaps 40 MILLION DOLLARS in 1998 to almost 2 BILLION DOLLARS in 2010.

Millions of women and children now sleep under Insecticide–Treated Bed–Nets.

Millions now get diagnosed quickly and receive decent care and medicines.

The World Health Organization enthusiastically asserts these Anti–Malaria Programs «saved nearly 750,000 lives over the past ten years».

«That represents an 18 per cent reduction in child mortality, compared with 2000.»

That’s wonderful news.

BUT IT’S NOT GOOD ENOUGH.
We would NEVER tolerate 18 per cent as « good enough » if American or European kids’ lives were at stake, or if a 70–90 per cent reduction in disease, misery and death rates were possible.

And it would be possible, if we could end the lies and obstructionism that restrict access to mosquito killers and repellents that can dramatically reduce infection rates and the need to treat a quarter–billion cases of Malaria every year.

BUT THE LIES AND OBSTRUCTION ARE PREVALENT, AND EFFECTIVE.

Here are just a few of the most egregious —

NETS ARE JUST AS GOOD AS INSECTICIDES [ ?!?! ]

Prevention should always be the first line of defence — that’s why we chlorinate drinking water and vaccinate people against measles, mumps, polio, and flu.

Insecticide–Treated Bed–Nets ( ITNs ) certainly help and should be used.

But they are a supplement to, NOT a substitute for, larvacides, insecticides and DDT that kill mosquitoes and keep them away from people.

Bed–nets help if they’re used regularly and properly. They don’t help if they’re torn, people are working, or it’s too hot to sleep under one. There are only enough nets for a family’s small children and pregnant women.

Indoor–Residual–Spraying ( IRS ) eliminates behaviour as a consideration; it protects everyone in the house, 24 hours a day.
DDT-alternatives are far MORE EXPENSIVE and must be applied MORE OFTEN

BED-NETS ARE MORE COST-EFFECTIVE THAN INDOOR SPRAYING [?!?! ]

This assertion is backed by several studies that Anti-Pesticide-Groups and Insecticide-Treated Bed-Net Manufacturers allegedly financed.

However, the studies compare bed-nets with Indoor-Residual-Spraying using pyrethroids like ICON, instead of DDT.

Pyrethroids are far more expensive and must be applied MORE OFTEN than DDT, which raises Indoor-Residual-Spraying costs significantly.

The studies also FAIL to include all the costs associated with manufacturing and distributing the nets.

Independent analyses found that nets are actually FOUR TIMES MORE EXPENSIVE than spraying the inside walls of homes with DDT.

Much more important, spraying DDT once or twice a year keeps 80 per cent of mosquitoes from entering the home, irritates those that do enter, so they leave without biting, and kills any that land.
No other chemical, AT ANY PRICE, has these repellency and irritation features.

DDT helps doctors treat more patients with often scarce ACT drugs and dramatically slash disease and death rates — often by 90 per cent or more.

There is NO EVIDENCE that mosquitoes have EVER become resistant to DDT’s effects. [?!?!]

**Mosquitoes Will Become Resistant to DDT**

THIS IS HIGHLY UNLIKELY.

DDT use today is RESTRICTED TO DISEASE PREVENTION, whereas pyrethroids are used extensively in agriculture and Insecticide–Treated Bed–Nets, greatly increasing the risk of resistance to these DDT « alternatives ».

Once that happens, both non-DDT indoor spraying and bed–nets will become far less effective, and Malaria rates could skyrocket.

In addition, there is NO EVIDENCE that mosquitoes have ever become resistant to DDT’s repellency and irritation effects.
Moreover, reliance on nets and pyrethroid sprays SIGNIFICANTLY REDUCES PREVENTION and INCREASES THE NEED FOR TREATMENT.

This can stretch scarce hospital, medical staff and drug resources to the breaking point.

It increases the likelihood that Malaria parasites will become resistant to Artemisia-based drugs, especially mono-therapies.

And it magnifies the pervasive and growing problem of substandard and counterfeit drugs replacing scarce supplies of reputable ACT combination therapies.

**DDT Has Dangerous Side Effects [?!?!]**

Greenpeace, Pesticide Action Network, Environmental Defense, International POPs Elimination Network and affiliated RADICAL GROUPS love to say ...

« *some researchers think* » DDT and its break-down by-product DDE « *could* » inhibit lactation, « *may* » weaken immune systems and are « *associated with* » low birth weights in babies.

Not only is this RANK SPECULATION, but Malaria definitely has all these side effects; it also causes severe brain damage, an inability to work for weeks on end, and agonizing death.

Opposing DDT use on the basis of BOGUS side effects is infinitely worse than opposing cancer-curing chemotherapy because of the nasty and very real side effects of vincristine, asperaginase, methotrexate and other chemo drugs.
Anti-Pesticide-Zealots claim even indoor spraying with DDT will «contaminate» soils and waters for decades and «damage entire regional environmental systems».

BALONEY.

Indoor-Residual-Spraying involves SMALL AMOUNTS of DDT on walls.

The chemical and its derivatives BREAK DOWN.

Detection DOES NOT equal destruction.

Our ability to detect chemicals, at the equivalent of one second in 32 years, DOES NOT EQUATE with damage to any organism, and certainly NOT to entire ecosystems.

There is no magic bullet.

We need every weapon in our arsenal to control and eradicate this vicious disease.

DDT and other insecticides are not necessary or appropriate in every case — but, when needed, health officials must be able to employ them, without recrimination or retribution.

The «net» effect of these Bald-Faced Lies is that Anti-Pesticide-Zealots are PERPETUATING POVERTY, MISERY, DISEASE, and DEATH in Malaria-Endemic Regions all over the world.
Anti–Pesticide–Zealots are BABY KILLERS who violate the most basic human rights of people in poor nations.

Safe in offices made Malaria–Free by the very chemicals, technologies, and prosperity they deny to others, these BABY KILLERS and their financial benefactors are VIOLATING THE MOST BASIC HUMAN RIGHTS OF PEOPLE IN POOR NATIONS — THE RIGHT OF ACCESS TO TECHNOLOGIES THAT ENHANCE AND SAFEGUARD LIFE.

THEIR REIGN OF TERROR MUST END, before they usher in a disaster of truly epidemic proportions.


Robert Novak is Professor of Medicine at the University of Alabama at Birmingham and has devoted much of his life to combating MALARIA.
It has been predicted that so-called GLOBAL WARMING will affect the Arctic, as well as the African and Asian countries, North America, and Europe.

Consequently, it is expected that dozens of millions of refugees will be created, and that famine will affect 80 to 200 million people.

We should all be reminded that many experts view GLOBAL WARMING as purely SPECULATIVE.

We are also advised to get a grasp on factual existing problems that plague our entire planet.

As we speak, we have real problems, with poverty, AIDS, polluted drinking water, and Malaria, which are afflicting and killing many times more people than global warming ever will.

Hunger is the most extreme form of poverty.

Presently, 854 million people across the world are hungry.

Every day, almost 16,000 children DIE from hunger-related causes — almost 6 MILLION CHILDREN DIE ANNUALLY due to hunger.

The latest statistics on the world epidemic of AIDS and HIV indicate that 39½ million people are living with it.

AIDS deaths for 2006 were 2.9 million, despite recent improvements to access to anti-retroviral treatment.

Equally serious is the fact that a world-wide shortage of fresh drinking water affects forty per cent of the planet’s population.

Each year, 11 MILLION PEOPLE DIE of diseases related to water that is not clean enough for consumption.

Finally, some observers believe that Malaria acutely afflicts MORE THAN 515 MILLION PEOPLE PER YEAR.
515 MILLION PEOPLE is MORE PEOPLE than live in Canada, the United States, and Mexico, combined.

Two-thirds of all Malaria cases occur in Africa.

Additionally, Malaria causes more than 1 MILLION DEATHS PER YEAR, principally among children under the age of five years and pregnant women.

At least eighty-six per cent of these deaths are in Sub-Saharan Africa.

Globally, an estimated 3,000 women, children, and infants DIE from Malaria every day.

Twelve billion dollars per year is lost to Malaria.

In some countries, more people die of Malaria than HIV/AIDS — and recently, a new study showed that people who contract Malaria become more likely to spread HIV.

For over one-half century, DDT has been used as part of the solution to one of the world’s great problems.

Through the policies of depraved indifference of Environmental Terror Organizations, DDT has been prohibited in a manner that can only be described as «Eco-Manslaughter».

ERADICATING MALARIA WITH DDT

Malaria has wrought an enormous economic toll, by incapacitating otherwise productive people.

The burden of Malaria costs Sub-Saharan Africa an estimated twelve billion dollars per year.

Thousands survive the disease with brain damage, thus keeping millions at home to care for them.

It is the principal reason why people in Africa are living in abject poverty.

Both North America and Europe have not harboured Malarial mosquitoes since the 1940s.

This was accomplished through the use of a range of public health measures, as well as generally increasing health and living standards.

In fact, the beginning of the decline of Malaria was due principally to the drainage of swampland and the removal of mill-ponds.
It had been known since 1914 that Malaria could be controlled by fluctuating water levels.

Nonetheless, DDT contributed to the final eradication of Malaria in the developed world.

In 1955, the World Health Organization (WHO) began a program to eradicate Malaria throughout the ENTIRE world.

The program RELIED GREATLY upon the application of DDT to control mosquitoes, with a practice called DDT Residual House Spraying.

As a result of this program, by 1967, Malaria was eradicated from all developed countries where Malaria was endemic.

Large areas of tropical Asia and Latin America were freed from the risk of infection.

In Sub-Saharan Africa, the campaign was only launched in three countries since it was not considered feasible in the others.

Swaziland and Mozambique are examples of countries that have very successfully REDUCED Malaria infestations with DDT.

Throughout the years, spectacular DECREASES in Malaria infections and deaths were seen after implementing an extensive anti-mosquito program with DDT.

Here are five examples:

- **India** ■ 1945
  ■ Almost 1 million Malaria I deaths reported

  India ■ 1960
  ■ Only a few thousand cases were reported

- **Republic of China (Taiwan)** ■ 1945
  ■ 1 million cases of MALARIA. DDT was soon adopted

  Republic of China ■ 1969

  ■ Only 9 cases were reported, and shortly thereafter, Malaria was eradicated from the island

- **Republic of China (Ceylon)** ■ 1946
  ■ 28 million cases of Malaria

  Republic of China ■ 1961
  ■ Only 110 cases were reported

  Republic of China ■ 1969
  ■ The DDT program was halted, and Malaria rebounded with 2½ million cases
Background Information from an Independent Perspective

- South Africa (KwaZulu Natal Province)
  - 1996
  - DDT was stopped and the number of MALARIAL deaths rose from 8,000 to 42,000

- Venezuela
  - 1943
  - 817,000 Malaria deaths reported

  - 1958
  - Only 800 cases were reported

In 1970, the U.S. National Academy of Sciences summed up the situation with the following excerpt from their book Life Sciences. —

«To only a few chemicals does man owe as great a debt as to DDT. [ ... ] In little more than two decades, DDT has prevented 500 million human deaths, due to MALARIA, that otherwise would be inevitable.»

The situation concerning Malaria eradication can be summarized with the three following points —

- DDT contributed to the final eradication of Malaria in the developed world
- Spectacular decreases in Malaria infections and deaths were seen after implementing anti-mosquito programs using DDT
- Our modern day world of politicized science refuses to admit that DDT has prevented hundreds of millions of deaths with its life-saving eradication of human diseases

For over one-half century, DDT has been used as part of the solution to one of the world’s great problems.

Through the policies of depraved indifference of Environmental-Terror Organizations, DDT will be prohibited in a manner that can only be described as «Eco-Manslaughter».

Additionally, these Enviro-Terror Organizations prefer seeing money wasted on investigating myths like so-called GLOBAL WARMING rather than solving some REAL world problems, such as with POVERTY, AIDS, POLLUTED DRINKING WATER, and MALARIA, which are afflicting and killing many times more people than GLOBAL WARMING ever will.
DDT was safe to use even on the beach
Force Of Nature presents THE WHOLE TRUTH FROM FORCE OF NATURE AGAINST HUJE that seeks to harm the Green Space Industry, the Environmental Terror Movement across States and provinces, and the Environment. The information presented is based on a series of Reports destined for the Green Space Industry, the Environmental Terror Movement, and the Media, nationwide across Canada, the United States, and overseas.

The information presented is based on a series of Reports destined for the Green Space Industry, the Environmental Terror Movement, and the Media, nationwide across Canada, the United States, and overseas.

This Report provides NO guarantee regarding accuracy or completeness. In no event shall Force Of Nature be liable for any incidental or consequential damages, lost profits, or any indirect damages. Force Of Nature is TOTALLY INDEPENDENT of any trade association, governmental agency, or other organization. This Report contains information, excerpts, and pictures that may be considered in the public domain, serving one of the following purposes: education, promotion, publicity, or pressure release.

Today, Mr. Gathercole is the ONLY TRUE RELIABLE WITNESS of the Hudson Affair. Mr. Gathercole is personally credited with crafting the Golf Industry Exception Status that endures to this day. He is also the creator of the signs that are now used for posting after-action notices. He has trained, instructed, and supervised, consulted, and/or overseen the successful and safe execution of HUNDREDS OF THOUSANDS of pest control applications in the urban landscape. Mr. Gathercole has supervised, consulted, and/or overseen the successful and safe execution of HUNDREDS OF THOUSANDS of pest control applications in the urban landscape.

For FIFTEEN YEARS, the strategies designed and implemented by Mr. Gathercole and his colleagues guaranteed the success of the VERMIN OF ENVIRONMENTAL TERROR for the entire Modern Green Space Industry across Canada. They have SCAM and DECEIVE the public into believing there is some IMAGINARY DANGER with conventional pest control products. They have, however, created LODE OF REVENUES, BUSINESS FAILURES, BANKRUPTCY, and UNEMPLOYMENT, inflicting DESPAIR and DESTINITY for KILOSMEN of helpless victims throughout the Green Space Industry. The DEPRIVED INDIFFERENCE of Maniac Culprit Terrorist Basterd HUJE is viewed as a form of TERROR, HARM, and THREAT against the Green Space Industry.
Farce is the life which enviro-lunatics have to perform